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ABOUT GRESHAM INTERNATIONAL
Gresham International is a pioneering legal and compliance ﬁrm working in the Crypto
space with ofﬁces in the US and Europe. It was founded in 2016 and since then the team
has been featured in Forbes, CNBC, WSJ and other leading publications. The team has
worked with governments, charities, and large ﬁnancial institutions on Crypto related topics.
Gresham International works with leading projects in the Crypto space and is proud of the
work it has done with its clients, regulators, and pioneers within the Crypto space. Its client
base is only Companies that work in the Crypto space.
You can ﬁnd out more about us at www.greshaminternational.com
- We believe Cryptocurrency is the future. Giving opportunities to those looking to break
themould. We strive to support those who embrace it, protect those who work in it, and
educate those who fear it -
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THE HTO
The Hybrid Token Offering: a new way to push forward with fundraising.

INTRODUCTION
Cryptocurrency based fundraising began life with the Initial Token Offering (ICO). Without
reciting the whole origin story of the ICO, the concept was that an ICO enabled companies
to raise funds by issuing their own digital coin. Speculators would purchase these coins,
receiving either a bonus or discount linked to how early they participated in the sale. The
earlier these speculators participated in the ICO, the bigger the discount or bonus. It was,
in a true sense, a crowdfunding exercise.
As 2017 hit the ICO boom began, companies and individuals ﬂocked to this new fundraising method. The unique opportunity to attract funds without having to give away any equity
and the ability to make unprecedented money in returns for those who participated early,
was a match made in heaven. With the issuance of more coins came about the creation of
sub industries, which serviced the secondary market. It wasn’t long before this match made
in heaven attracted the eyes of the regulators.
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Like with many other ﬁnancial instruments, the United States of America lead the way in
pioneering these ICO’s. If the company itself wasn’t based within the USA, then companies
looking to raise funds would certainly target one of the largest economies in the world. As
the shifting landscape changed, people began to rely on the Howey Test to prove that their
coin was utility in nature. The aim of which was to fall within regulations. At this point there
is differing stories on exactly why the name changed from ‘Coin’ to ‘Token’. Many cite the
technology difference of Ethereum against Bitcoin (one considered a coin and the other a
token), others cite the requirement of ‘Utility’ to be existent within the function of the Coin.
Inheriting the problem that something called a ‘Coin’ doesn’t precisely sound utility in its
deployment. Regardless, the Token Generation Event was born. ICO’s now had a shiny
new name.
While the process was not perfect, a mix of evolving legislation and a whole new industry
saw some great companies establish themselves.
Flash forward to today. With the movements from the SEC, pressure from institutional ﬁnancial ﬁrms, and a desperate need to refresh the industry, the Security Token Offering was
created. Again, the reasons for this are numerous in nature. Essentially, by taking the best
bits of the current regulatory landscape and marrying it with the full potential of an ICO,
those who are playing in the STO space are hoping to do two things. Raise more money
and avoid jail.
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Regardless of whichever way you look at it, Cryptocurrency based fundraising has entered
a new age. Aside of personal feelings towards Security Token Offerings they are present
within the marketplace. While the TGE was simply an ICO with a different name twinned with
some fancy footwork around what the issued currency did. The STO actually changes the
whole process. The STO is allowing companies to raise money while satisfying regulators
of the requirements to make ﬁlings.
However, the STO comes with its own problems such as; limited secondary trading market,
mixed international regulation, and strict participant rules. Many STO’s are actually structured incorrectly not actually meeting the requirements or ﬁling needs of jurisdictions and
locations which are allowing these offerings to be registered. Consider this: How can I ﬁle
a security in the European Union and sell it within the USA? answer, it’s practically impossible. STO’s seem to have lost a lot of what was crucial to an ICO, the level of freedom and
creativity. Somehow, the whole industry is swimming back into the hands of the bigger
ﬁnancial players.
With our level of work in the marketplace and after some serious thinking. We believe, there
is a new way.
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THE HYBRID TOKEN OFFERING
At its core, the Hybrid Token Offering (HTO) is a way in which companies can legally and
safely issue their own digital assets while achieving the best of both the ICO and the STO
opportunities and marketplaces. The design of this mechanism is to ensure that regulatory
guidelines are met, clearly, with transparency.
Here we pause for a moment. We, as an industry, have the opportunity here and now to
start a new. A clean slate. To walk away from the scams of the past, the mistakes of the
failed, and the lies of the bad guys. A chance to show the world that Cryptocurrencies can
work for both those who love decentralization and those who respect legislation.
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WHAT IS IT?
The Hybrid Token Offering is the creation of a digital asset structure. We use the term ‘Digital
Asset’ as the company conducting a HTO will be issuing both a Security and a Utility Token
offering. In this model, we are 100% removing the term ‘coin’ from the equation.
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WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
This is important as different jurisdictions recognize different token types. Countries such as
Malta, the UK, and Estonia all recognize utility tokens. They will, actually issue you with
licenses to facilitate the issuing of these digital utility tokens. There are even some states in
the USA which also recognize them. So, the concept of completely removing them from
the battle plan is unnecessary. It’s an overkill. However, the other side of that story is that
there are jurisdictions which do not recognize utility tokens, and require the ﬁling of security
paperwork before anyone can even think of launching any kind of token sale from that speciﬁc location.
The story also mirrors the feelings of participants and investors. Institutional investors are
now looking for more advanced offerings, those which are ﬁled. There are a number of reasons for that but a quick look at the VC or Fund world lets you know that on an accountability scale, the ability to invest in something that is unregistered causes some questionable
doubt in the funds members and board. Participants in ICO’s who are not in the institutional
world, enjoy the anonymity that is offered by an unregistered offering. This isn’t designed to
imply any kind of illegal activity or wrongdoing, however it is reassuring to know for some
people that their personal details are not being included on a corporate database. The roadmaps for the two projects are different, but with enough work, can be correlated.
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HOW WILL THE HTO WORK?
The HTO model will see a company sell both utility and security tokens (UT’s and ST’s)
during their offering period. The ICO and the STO elements of the raise are treated as different phases, replacing the traditional pre/main ICO periods. This new model replaces the
old terminology with new and is broken into two key parts. The STO and the UTO.
The ﬁrst phase is the STO period. This would replace the pre-ICO period. During this time
institutional parties such as funds, VC ﬁrms, and qualiﬁed investors can participate in the
raise. They would also be deliberately targeted. It is logical that this step occurs ﬁrst for a
number of reasons. Firstly, many jurisdictions have holding (vesting) period for qualiﬁed
investors. In continuing the raise this helps qualiﬁed investors, who participated early, get
access to the secondary market close to or at the same time as the ICO participants.
Secondly, as we have seen with the traditional ICO model, institutional money will often be
the ﬁrst participants within the fundraising time.
The second phase is the UTO period. The Utility Token Offering. This would replace the
public sale/whitelist period. During this time, all other participants can take part in locations
where there are no rules relating to the issuing of Utility tokens. It performs like an ICO
however there is no strict pre-sale period.
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THE HTO MODEL TIMELINE

REGISTRATION
PERIOD
STO PERIOD

UTO PERIOD

STO
FILING
PERIOD

EXCHANGE
LISTING PERIOD

THE REGISTRATION PERIOD
The registration period is where the HTO organization will ﬁle paperwork with the necessary
regulatory bodies where they will be issuing the Security Tokens. A note has to be made
here, just because a ﬁling has been made in one location does not mean that those tokens
can be sold to citizens or residents of another location. This will be especially hard where
the cross boarder sale of such ST’s cannot be done for legal reasons. The group may
chose a location which allows international sale or multiple locations to attract maximum
coverage. The application of practicality v legal requirements is needed here.
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MANAGING THE TOKENS
Managing the tokens is a key piece of the puzzle in an HTO. There will be, two separate
tokenscreated during the period. There will also be different companies responsible for
issuing the different tokens. This is incredibly important as regulators will not allow you to
blur the lines between which company has issued UT’s and which has issued ST’s. Put
simply, at the end of the whole HTO period, if you were issuing from one company, how
would you prove to a regulator who purchased what. Or in the event of a mixed bank
account, which funds were held for which company. Don’t be clever, be transparent.
The separate company model is also required to issue the tokens themselves. Security
Tokensare, designed to be linked to a security. This does not mean that they are simply
issued on the basis of convertible notes or other non securitized element. The whole purpose of the security token is to be linked to a security. Therefore, the ST’s should be linked to
actual shares within the company.
There is a common misconception that in issuing shares in the company there is a loss of
control or solid equity. Yes, there is a situation where some equity is lost. However, in a world
where ST’s are evolving this is a necessity. Alternatively, it creates a new competitive landscape within HTO’s themselves.
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AN EXAMPLE
Gabco (ﬁctional) is going to issue the Gabtoken. They are going to deploy the HTO model
inorder to maximize their raise and stay internationally compliant. After consultation Gabco
has decided that for their STO period they will ﬁle for a regulation D exemption in the United
States as they will meet the necessary threshold and requirements. Gabco knows that they
want to issue 100million tokens as part of their token economics. These will be split into
50million ST’s and 50million UT’s. Gabco CTO has decided that they will use the standard
ERC20 chain for both tokens.
Option 1: Gabco, Inc is created within the USA. It generates 110million shares in the company. The company will sell 50million shares during the ST period. These shares will be
digitalized into cryptographic tokens (The security tokens). Each purchaser during the STO
period is purchasing a share in the company. This means during the STO period the company will sell 50million of its shares and only around 49% of the company is sold. The
owners, still retain 51% control.
Option 2: Gabco, Inc is created within the USA. It generates 110million shares in the company. 60million of these shares are class A shares with full voting rights. 50million of these
are class B shares with no voting rights (and dividend rights removed if desired). During the
STO period the company will sell 50million shares which will be digitalized into cryptographic tokens. The owners retain the majority of the company with a higher class of share.
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This essentially means that the ‘old school’ ﬁnance world will understand they are receiving
private shares in a private company. Once the vesting period has passed they will then be
able to sell or transfer those shares to whomever they wish using the secondary market.
This is where the new generation of exchanges will beneﬁt.
What is not happening here, is a company is ﬁling paperwork with the idea of issuing notes.
Notes require a FURTHER sale period to take place which confuses both the regulators and
the purchasers. It almost becomes that the purchaser is acquiring a right to buy the tokens
(much like we saw in the SAFT model). However, as there is compliance with regulations
there is no need to produce s SAFT for the STO period as you are complying with the law.
Two sets of KYC, two sale documents.. the pure duplication of efforts.
Management of the UTs is much simpler on the other hand. The project will create a new
company in a jurisdiction which has laws relating to Utility Tokens and issue these from
there. The Utility Token laws still apply internationally to the sale of the UT’s during the UTO
period.
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EXAMPLE
Gabco is about to complete their STO. It has gone well and now they are ready to move
onto their ICO period. Generating this ICO period causes no conﬂict with those who participated during the STO as they now have to wait the necessary vesting period before the ST’s
can be sold on the secondary market. This is a legal requirement under the Securities Act.
Gabco establishes a company in Estonia and ﬁles for an ‘ICO license’ with the Estonia
government. The UTO is then conducted in line with those rules.
The KYC requirements for the STO and UTO periods can be split into two separate sections
and administered by two separate companies. The terms of both sales will be totally different and the information that is passed over will be different for both occasions. This will also
be needed for banking.
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BENEFITS OF THE HTO
VESTING
PERIOD

The vesting period does not become ‘dead time’ for those who participated through a legal offering. While waiting for the vesting period to pass those who participated can continue to see how the process is going.

ACTUAL
SECURITY ELEMENT

Unlike some other offering types, the HTO ensures that the ST period is linked to
an actual security element within the project which is tradable and has tangibility.

ATTRACT ALL
PARTICIPANT TYPES

The HTO allows both those from the traditional ﬁnancial world and those from the
Crypto would to understand and participate.

EASY TO
UNDERSTAND

The whole model is easy to understand. Two phases where the tokens can be sold
a a ﬁxed price. (although some parties may wish to offer a
discount during certain periods).

COMPLIANCE
WITH LAWS

Naturally, the biggest advantage of the HTO is that it gives parties the ability to ﬁle
with regulators in different locations and be fully in compliance with laws.

HELPS CURRENT
ECOSYSTEM SURVIVE

The HTO model allows the current ecosystem of exchanges to exist. Those who
wish to only sell UT’s can continue to do so. Whereas, those who are moving onto
a dual or ST model have the ability to sell these also.

REGULATORS
RECEIVE CONFIDENCE

Due to the ﬁlings that will be made by the project, this will keep regulators satisﬁed
as to the activities within their jurisdiction. The aim, is to
meet the needs of the regulators in the requisite jurisdictions to avoid any wrongdoing.

REMOVES
DISCOUNT ASPECT

The concept of selling something at a discount to offer attraction to participants is
a double edged sword. With the HTO model companies have the choice to sell
their tokens at a ﬂat price while still working in different phases.

BETTER
TERMINOLOGY

The STO and UTO terminology are much easier to understand. You are issuing a
security token and a utility token. Not conducting an Initial Coin
Offering. This is something which was done in the past.
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COMPANY RELATIONSHIP DURING
AND AFTER THE HTO PERIOD
At the commencement of the HTO period there will need to be a body which is responsible
for the whole HTO itself. This becomes a ‘master’ or ‘head’ company. This company will
own crucial elements such as Intellectual property, the website, and other establishment
materials to commence the project, including the main objectives.

HEAD COMPANY
STO COMPANY

UTO COMPANY

COMPANY OVERVIEW
HEAD
COMPANY

The head company will own the IP including crucial elements such as the website
etc. It will commence the project and then act as the ‘steering’ element to the
project moving forward after the HTO.

STO
COMPANY

The STO company will be used to issue the Security Tokens which will be linked
to shares in the company.

UTO
COMPANY

The UTO company will be used to issue the UtilityTokens which will be issued by
the company.
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After the whole HTO there are a number of options to allow the company to operate as a
business and use the funds collectively. At this point many maybe thinking that two companies with funds does not help achieve the objectives. Actually, this ‘umbrella’ structure is
incredibly common in international companies.
The group now has the option of keeping the funds separate, acquiring portions of the
other companies, or transferring funds for services. It also has the beneﬁt of using tax
advantages of different locations. As an example, the group may want the UTO company
to service contracts with developers who are closer to them in that part of the world. Whereas, the STO company will deal with elements such as marketing and promotion of the
group work. This group structure also helps the business (as a group) obtain banking facilities and stay compliant.
At all times, the ST chain is owned and operated by the ST company. The UT chain is
owned and operated by the UT chain company. Now, here is where things get really innovate. The group has the ability to build its own ‘internal’ marketplace where Utility Tokens can
be exchange for Security Tokens. The economic of which could be set at whichever value
is desired. However, this essentially means that should a utility token holder wish to acquire
Security tokens after the HTO or the Security Token holder wish to acquire Utility tokens this
can easily be done while the company is able to monitor where where the transaction takes
place.
Note: KYC dictates that the transfer of shares requires a level of information to be collected.
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SECONDARY TRADING MARKET

UTILITY TOKENS

SECURITY TOKENS

TRADED ON UT EXCHANGES

TRADED ON ST EXCHANGES

EXCHANGE RULES:

1. No exchange shall have the ability to list both the ST and UT tokens
2. Only UTs’ can be exchanged for UT’s and ST’s for ST’s (or for cash)
These rules stop someone taking an ST - changing it for a third party UT then exchanging
that third party ST for a company UT. Through the exchanges.
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WHAT ABOUT THE BACK-DOOR?
The ‘back door is where two private individuals could exchange a UT for an ST themselves.
Which, is logical. However, it will be the job of the exchanges to undertake KYC on all users
of their platform. In a modern, responsible world this is a necessity. Eventually, in order to
dispose of those ST’s much like UT’s the user will have to do so through an exchange. At
which point the exchange will collect information on both of the parties. So, even when that
user goes to dispose of them through either the marketplace (for Utility tokens) or through
an exchange (for other ST’s) their data will be collected. This simple database (which will
have access developed for exchanges to easily provide the information) is easy to maintain.
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CONCLUSION
The HTO is the ‘best of both worlds’ approach, it is the logical and organic way to work in
a world where both UT’s and ST’s will exist. We have little to no doubt that organically this
method will evolve over time. Gresham International will assist companies, regulators, and
private individuals (where possible) to ensure management of the whole ecosystem is run
properly. To that end, this paper has been created and circled around in the hope that everyone in the industry, especially those looking to undertake a fundraising activity will beneﬁt..
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